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Alteration and Extension
to Meadows Centre,
Portadown
Architect
WDR & RT Taggart
Contractor
J Kennedy & Co
(Contractors) Ltd

When a new Tesco superstore was being built at the
Meadows Centre in Portadown, the developer wanted
stone cladding similar to that on a building he had seen
in Belfast. Craftstone, who had supplied the cast stone
in Belfast, were approached.
A number of samples were produced and the client
chose a Bathstone colour with an exposed aggregate
ﬁnish. As the main contractor was already on site and
work well under way, Craftstone had to set in motion a
fast-track manufacturing programme. In excess of 2000
stones in 35 different sizes were manufactured and
supplied to site over a period of four months.
The reconstituted Bathstone cladding and the large
bull-nosed coping along the top of the building beautifully
complement the brick and glazed areas.
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Bespoke architectural cast stone
and crystal products created from a
lifetime’s experience.
Craftstone offers a unique architectural
product combined with a high level of
service. Whether your design concepts
are classical, traditional or contemporary,
Craftstone will supply a high quality
product, on time and to speciﬁcation.
Architectural Cast Stone
- Semi-dry
- Wet-cast
- Structural
Crystal Products
- Paving
- Walling
- Tiles
Architectural Grey Precast
Insulated Precast Panels
- Brick ﬁnish
- Cast stone ﬁnish
- Grey precast ﬁnish
Glassﬁbre Reinforced Concrete
Bespoke Cast Stone
- Street furniture
- Landscaping features
Elevation of coping

Bitumen wall DPC
under coping

Lead ﬂashing bedded
into mortar joint
25mm minimum

0.7mm thick x 450mm wide
galvanised steel liner ﬂashing
ﬁxed to top of purlin and taken
up parapet wall 225 minimum
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